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◦-●  Foreword ●-◦◉ ◉

We are today at a crossroads of our humanity; at a crossroads of several lines
temporal.  Some are  beneficial  to  the  development  of  people,  nature,  the  environment  and  the
environment.
other much less favourable, or even extremely unfavourable for the increase of
the human consciousness, in its evolution, or even its annihilation quite simply.
We agree that our thoughts, what we focus our "Attention" on creates
our reality on both an individual and collective level by mass effect. This mass forms the
fields of information called the "Nosphere": it is this "Nosphere that dictates the direction
what the evolution of events, known as "Time Lines", will take.
The mass is therefore crucial in order to create the most harmonious line there is. Certainly one can
understood a long time ago, and condition this mass so that it takes the direction
that  they  will  have  chosen.  And  this  one  is  not  the  most  favorable  to  love,  the  elevation  of
consciousness.
It is not a question here of going to war against others, who want a time line that does not
serve only their minority interests, but just to affirm, invoke, centered in the heart, carrying
all the power of our "Attention" on key words carried by our "Master Heart Centre".
Of course, there are already other mass meditations, especially during key moments of the
Astral conjunctions. They are very effective because during these conjunctions, the meditations are
amplified. In this meditation it is a question of playing on constancy, regularity, which over time,
takes as much strength as a single meditation during conjunctions. This is what I propose here
to put into practice.
Imagine for a moment what thousands, even millions of people who meditate each day, can do.
day for a whole month and the effects on the timeline, the collective unconscious (Nosphere)!

◦-●  Preparation protocol ●-◦◉ ◉

Meditation time 30 minutes.
Meditation times 10:10 am in the morning or 10:10 pm in the evening. You can also decide to

do one in the morning and one in the evening.
Day; every day of the week. If you can do it every day it will only be

more efficient.

Starting  from  the  principle  that  we  create  our  reality  through  our  states  and  thoughts,  it  is
therefore important to
well  conditioned  in  order  to  be  as  centered  as  possible  and  to  avoid  any  internal  parasitic
interference



and outside, especially at the level of the collective unconscious (Nosphere).

Application of the Coloured Flower of Life Sphere and Strings

of inks.

First of all, start by relaxing; use your favourite technique to do so, rather than this one.
effect.
~ Visualize yourself in a Flower of Life Sphere of colors; blue, purple, pink and white.
Then invoke and visualise the sphere:

✔ Blue: Truth and Integrity
✔ Purple: Transmutation of all thoughts, projections and negative entities, inner and outer, and

outside.
✔ Pink Love, centered in the heart
✔ White: Purity and increased vibratory rate

~Create an anchor rope from the north pole of the sphere to the central sun. Then
an anchor rope going to the center of the planet.

Application of the Flower of Life Sphere and columns of

lights.

Once you feel properly comfortable with your personal flower sphere of life ;

~View the same flower sphere life and its colors around the planet. ~
~Visualize coming from the Central Sun a column of white light traveling through space descending
to you and cross the entire planet.

The four columns of light.
The stop here and visualize four columns of light going around the planet.

They each have a name or description; "Integrity", "Truth (Veritas)", "Awakening", and "Awakening".
"Sovereignty". The 5 being on you and constitutes the column: "Liberation".

~In the same way as the first column that you have come down on you, proceed with the
same way for each of the other four columns, invoking the word for each of them.ne
The first "Integrity" the second "Truth", and so on.
Once the four columns are in place, visualize the entire scene, and repeat in
Loop out loud or in your head the five key words: "Integrity", "Truth (Veritas)", "Awakening",
"Sovereignty", "Liberation".



This will increase your focus, your attention. After a few minutes the words
will loop around in your head on their own.

Remember, this is not about getting into combat meditation again!
You are attracting to you what you are emitting as vibrations. So be Love, Integrity and
Sovereign!

Receive all my Love
http://simeria.canalblog.com/ 
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